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THE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
Football and sports have been my passion from my youth, and I have been extremely

fortunate to have had the opportunity to establish a Professional club in 1999. The success

of the club has allowed it to represent the Caribbean Football Union at the CONCACAF level

with some level of distinction since 2000. Being exposed to that level of competition, seeing

how the game is administered, marketed, and played internationally, has afforded me

insight into the demands of what is required to enable the Caribbean to successfully

compete at the CONCACAF and world level.

My focus has been to provide the opportunities and contribute to the development of

players, coaches, and administrators throughout the region.

As CFU President my focus will be:

1. Engagement - To ensure the development of the game at all levels with special

emphasis on increasing the number of boys and girls getting the opportunity to play

this ‘’beautiful game” at a professional level in the Caribbean.

2. Expansion - To increase opportunities in the region to play professionally by the

implementation of the Caribbean Professional Football League in the shortest possible

time

3. Education -To facilitate persons in successfully fulfilling a professional career in the

game be it at playing, administrating, coaching, refereeing or any other area of football

4. Excellence- To improve the standard of football infrastructure, and administration in all

CFU member countries to an international level; and to also develop, conduct, and

sustain the financial affairs of the CFU to the highest professional and ethical standards.

David John-Williams

Presidential Candidate

Caribbean Football Union



MY LEADERSHIP PLEDGE
To improve the credibility and image of The Caribbean Football Union through inclusive

and collaborative leadership and transparency.

To redefine The CFU’s vision, mission and core values

To lobby and incorporate leading football bodies such as UEFA, in assisting member

countries improve their level of and number of certified coaches as well as the standard of

refereeing and football administration. It is my intent to as soon as possible after being

elected to sign an MOU with UEFA in this regard.

To conduct the activities of the CFU at all levels in a manner that is consistent with the

highest ethical and moral standards.

To foster a professional approach to football in all Member Associations, through the

implementation of a Caribbean Professional Football League.
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CONSTITUTION AND STATUES REVIEW

There is the need for a new constitution to be put in place in accordance with
CONCACAF and FIFA’s guidelines. This should have been undertaken long before
the current Congress. Within the first six (6) months of the new term these issues
will be addressed.

The process of refining the new statues will be undertaken in consultation with all
members of the CFU and the relevant FIFA and CONCACAF representatives.



PROMOTING THE CARIBBEAN FOOTBALL BRAND

Expand, Enhance and Equip a self-financing Media and Marketing Dept. that will be responsible for the following:

Assisting in establishing and managing the recording of CFU National Teams International games and all CFU

tournaments - It is my intention to have a recognised international Sports Marketing company to be responsible for

securing top friendly international games for CFU National Teams;

Assist in the promotion and marketing all football being played in the local leagues of CFU member Countries

Enhancement and management of a new, dynamic, updated and informative CFU web site.

Assisting in establishing, in collaboration with the respective Caribbean Governments, that each member country has

a National Football Stadium to support its National Team program.

To undertake to ensure that the Finals of our Premier competition The CFU Men’s Caribbean Cup is played on a

regular basis in different CFU member countries facilitated so as to ensure that member associations are allowed the

opportunity to host this event.



STRUCTURE OF FOOTBALL
• The structure of the game in the region needs to be rationalised and properly funded,

with clubs developed and structured to perform and compete in top club

competitions under the auspices of CONCACAF and COMNEBOL . The establishment

and development of a strong and successful Caribbean Professional Football League

(CPFL) is absolutely critical in this regard. The CFU Member countries national

domestic leagues also needs to be structured and managed in a professional manner

in order to support the planned CPFL.

• There is also need for a harmonised football calendar, and agreement as to the best

time for the football season to run in all MAs, whether it is March to December, or

August to May.



HOLISTIC FRAMEWORK FOR TALENT IDENTIFICATION 
AND DEVELOPMENT

In the region, the grassroots programme needs to be redesigned and taken seriously based on current best

practice regarding talent identification, player development and age-appropriate coaching that our young

children are exposed to.

The athletic side of the player requires special attention, especially when the player is still developing

physically. For instance, drills that instil and improve physical co-ordination and a nutrition programme

informed by their training needs are now the cornerstone of any player development programme from the

earliest age.

The time has come for the CFU to have a full time Technical Director and an established Technical and

Development Department. There is the need for improved supervision and direction towards player

development, from an early age, which will ensure that all our coaches and specialist support staff are on the

‘same head’ especially at youth level.

This will be addressed by the proposed full time CFU Technical Department team. It is of interest to note the

recent success of Iceland at the Euros a country of less than 400,000 size population. They invested heavily in

their grassroots and youth programs as well as coach education. They boast of approximately 600 certified

coaches of which 400 have an UEFA B licence or better



CHANGE IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
FUNDING AND FINANCE

The costs of running The CFU have increased significantly and it is therefore time to adopt

professional and transparent financial management practices.

I will lead a budget setting exercise (to cover the next four years) that will quantify the cost of

football administration and the various programmes and competitions required to develop and

sustain Caribbean football. With a rational and pragmatic approach, costs can be brought back

to a sustainable level without affecting the quality of the work delivered.

All revenues coming into CFU, as well as disbursements to the Member Associations will be

centrally audited to ensure the allocation of resources is carried out in accordance with clearly

defined and agreed project plans and programmes of development. It will be important to

lobby CONCACAF to re-establish its solidarity funding to CFU member countries.



CFU under my leadership will lobby the Governments to ensure that sport is properly funded in Member

Countries

Identify, target, and secure on a four year renewable basis, 4 gold sponsors, ten silver sponsors and ten bronze

sponsors to secure the income needed to support and sustain the CFU operations and programmes

Secure a long term TV deal for the local and foreign rights for all CFU tournaments in particular our Men’s

Caribbean Cup. Notwithstanding the capability of the negotiating team, the probability of securing such deals

increases significantly if the senior men’s team from member countries ensures that they play as often as

possible on FIFA match day windows at the same time improve in the FIFA rankings

In the negotiation of sponsorship deals (kit deals, etc) we will consider the entire CFU region where possible as

one organisation ‘from grassroots to the men senior national team’. Such an approach will ensure the sponsor

gets maximum value for money and ensure a better package for Member Countries.

CHANGE IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
FUNDING AND FINANCE



YOUTH FOOTBALL DEVELOPMENT

The well established model to consistently qualify for FIFA World Cups, at all levels, is based

on a proper and sustained National Youth program. To this end we propose to implement a

rigid and sustained coach education programme through out the region to support this

approach. A lot more emphasis will be placed on CFU youth tournaments. There is the need

for each youth tournament to be evaluated technically with a view of improving the standard

of the next tournament and the game in general. The use of video analysis must be

introduced at youth level for all our competitions and must be encouraged in all our member

countries



SPECIAL/PRIORITY PROJECTS
CFU HEADQUARTERS AND IMPROVED STAFFING

Women’s Football

Administrative CFU Football Headquarters 

Coach Education and Human Resources Development        

Futsal and Beach Soccer

The Business of Football

CFU Image & Reputation



Women’s football in the CFU is a way behind compared to the rest of CONCACAF and the world. Only

Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago and Haiti have been making some progress in women football within

the CONCACAF. There is the urgent need to establish more National Leagues for women in our

member associations and a lot of money needs to be invested at the grassroots level of the women’s

game. There is also a need for improved coaches education for the women’s game and more

opportunities need to be provided for female officials to progress in the game. Under the new CFU

statutes particular clauses are needed to ensure that there is gender equality and representation

within the CFU management structure. Under my leadership I intend to improve and firmly establish

women’s football within the CFU with a long term objective of establishing a Women’s Caribbean

Professional Football League

SPECIAL/PRIORITY PROJECTS
WOMEN’S FOOTBALL



SPECIAL/PRIORITY PROJECTS
CFU HEADQUARTERS AND IMPROVED STAFFING

The success of much of the planned polices and programmes will depend on “An

Administrative Home for The CFU” (dedicated proper CFU football headquarters and

business centre).

The CFU already has a building purchased in Jamaica for this purpose which has been

sitting idly for some three years. I plan to review this current situation to complete this

project in the shortest possible time. The recruitment of additional qualified and

competent staff is also required to be done by the CFU.



In the region there is the need for a structured coach education program. While the player talent

clearly exists in the Caribbean the ability to harness this talent in a meaningful way is sadly lacking,

simply because of the lack of qualified and experienced coaches in the region. There is also the

common practice among our MAs to import foreign coaches to lead their National teams. This we

must change and begin to give the opportunity to our local coaches. The CFU as a body must facilitate

our young aspiring coaches, as well as some of our senior coaches be exposed to top quality training.

Under my leadership it is the intention approach UEFA and CONCACAF to partner with the CFU in

making available coaching courses as well as attachment courses with top European and South

American clubs to a select cadre of coaches from our Member Association.

A total of 40 coaches will be selected to undergo special training, The overall program should be over

a period of 18 months.

There is also a need for the development of our administrative and organisational resources in the

region. A similar type of arrangement will be sought in order to facilitate this process.

SPECIAL/PRIORITY PROJECTS
COACH EDUCATION AND  HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT



Futsal and Beach soccer are the newest forms of the game introduced by FIFA. There has been little attention

and support given to one of our member association who will be hosting a Beach Soccer World Cup in 2017.

There is an urgent need that we ensure there is a legacy benefit to the CFU countries as a result of this World

Cup. The new CFU Executive must ensure that this happens. Within the CFU there is need to address these

forms of the game in a meaningful manner through the Technical and development department. To this end I

propose the following:

 To introduce a programme that will ensure the game becomes more popular and recognised

 To ensure that there are proper youth programmes for Futsal and Beach Soccer in the Member

Associations. Because most of our members countries have easy access to beaches we are in a good

position to develop beach soccer in a meaningful way

 To ensure there are well managed leagues in the MAs for these forms of the game that is well

supported by the public and sponsors.

 To help to ensure there are appropriate facilities available for playing the game

 To ensure there is greater participation on the international stage by all national teams; and

 To ensure there are proper coaching and referees development programmes for these forms of the game.

SPECIAL/PRIORITY PROJECTS
FUTSAL AND BEACH SOCCER



SPECIAL/PRIORITY PROJECTS
THE BUSINESS OF FOOTBALL

Education in the Business of Football

There is an urgent need to educate our stakeholders, particularly the local MAs and their

clubs, about the business of football. The know-how to optimise the commercial opportunities

currently available is critical. Two aspects of the business of football are particularly important

to region’s clubs, hence, we will ensure that they are translated into a policy that will be

mandatory for all CFU member association clubs are registered and licenced:

(1) Training and compensation for youth players, and 

(2) Benefits  of the Solidarity payments systems related to the transfer of players.

In the modern game all clubs are required to attract funding and thereby be commercially

viable. It is important for regional clubs to fully appreciate existing medium and long term

opportunities for them to be better financed and more financially stable. To this end I will

ensure that the new CFU Executive introduce programs and seminars to educate the MAs and

clubs in the business of football, and will develop a cadre of individuals knowledge in this

aspect.



Representation at CONCACAF & FIFA

Improving the image and reputation of The CFU at the CONCACAF and FIFA levels will take a

collective effort by all stakeholders. Under my leadership I am committed to undertaking this

task and it will be one of my major objectives, if elected into office.

Good governance, a robust adherence to the updated statues, and the positioning our people

for more leadership and organisational roles in the CONCACAF will be some of the building

blocks that will be put in place.

Effective and Efficient functioning Committees

It is important that the immediate appointments for the necessary sub-committees is done, as

required by the statutes. The proper and efficient functioning of these committees are

important to restoring stakeholder and corporate confidence in the CFU

SPECIAL/PRIORITY PROJECTS
CFU IMAGE AND REPUTATION



APPENDICES



David John Williams started his career in the Construction Industry in 1979 upon completion of High School at Naparima College

San Fernando. He has spent 37 the past years in the Construction Industry in Trinidad and Tobago and has managed several

multi-million dollar projects both in the, private and public sector functioning as Project Director on several civil, structural and

waterfront projects in Trinidad and Tobago. He is currently the Managing Director of John-Williams Construction Company

Limited, a family owned civil construction company which was founded during the local construction boom of the 1970’s.

Mr John- Williams fondly called “Presi” co founded W Connection Football Club Limited in 1999 and served as its President and

Chief Executive Officer until December 2015 at which time he assumed the office of President of the Trinidad and Tobago Football

Association.

Under his leadership W Connection over the past 17 years, has became one of the most successful sporting organizations in the

Caribbean region, with an impressive honour roll and expansive international relationships. The W Connection brand is

highly recognized throughout the Caribbean region and internationally . The Club through his vision has provided the

opportunity for players from the wider region to pursue professional football careers as it employed over the years players from

Jamaica, Haiti, Barbados, Dominican Republic, St Kitts Nevis Grenada, St Lucia, Dominica, Suriname, and Guyana. The Club’s close

connection with the Caribbean is further epitomised by the fact that its Head Coach and Technical Director is St Lucian since

inception and he is supported by two other St Lucians and Trinidadian assistant coaches.

David John-Williams was the leading foundation member of the TT Pro League, and functioned as its first Chairman from 2002 to

2004 and had been its Vice Chairman from 2004 to 2015

In the wider football industry, he was appointed by The Confederation of North, Central America and The Caribbean Association

Football (CONCACAF) to serve as a member of a Task Force Committee that had been charged with the responsibility to

research and develop a Caribbean Professional League. He was invited to be a panellist at the internationally recognised world

soccer conference, Soccerex, to share his knowledge and insights into the development of a Caribbean professional football

league. More recently, his passion for Caribbean football has seen him lobby for and eventually hosting a workshop to gather

support from his Caribbean colleagues for the implementation of a Caribbean Professional Football League.

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE PROFILE



“”Sport in the region has been able to achieve what Politicians have been unable to do.

This is supported by this single statistic:- Carifta (Caribbean Free Trade Association) was

founded in 1965 by 3 countries namely Antigua/Barbuda, Barbados and Guyana. It

transformed into CARICOM in the 1970’s at which time its membership was increased and

presently stands at 13. It is amazing however that at the last Carifta games held in

Grenada in 2016 boasted of a participation of 26 countries. The only CFU member

countries missing from Carifta 2016 were Montserrat, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico

and St Martin.

My dear Colleagues we must not miss this opportunity to implement once and for all a

successful Caribbean Professional League. FIFA has publicly indicated their support for the

proposed League. Our new CONCACAF President has echoed the same sentiments. We

must now embrace this moment to show the World that the Caribbean is not just about

"sun, sea and sand". Our 31 voices must now be heard in unison and used to promote

and enhance the game in the region. The security of the future of our young aspiring

footballers in the region is the collective responsibility of all of us……” David John-

Williams





STRATEGIC INTENT
The Caribbean will be represented at both the FIFA World Cup Finals
and the World Youth Cup Finals from 2026 onwards



To increase the fan base for football throughout the Caribbean

OBJECTIVES
To provide a platform for the ongoing development of Caribbean football

To increase the pool of players and specialist staff retained in the CFU
by providing a highly competitive football environment, opportunities
for development and exposure to the latest techniques

To improve the standard of the game on the pitch and the administration of
football throughout the region

To facilitate the improvement of playing facilities throughout the 
region

To improve the individual quality, responsibility and maturity of
Caribbean players in the region



ANCILLARY BENEFITS

Advance the promotion of a sports tourism industry and supporting 
service industries.

Economic benefit to hotels, air lines, tourism and trade, in addition to 
improving the general economy of the Caribbean

Job creation and stimulus to local economies

Increased participation and profile of sponsors and partners on a 
weekly basis and not only when national team games are playing

Enhanced regional cooperation and integration processes

Stimulate wider entrepreneurial opportunities



WHY A CARIBBEAN PRO LEAGUE? 
• Eleven (11) countries in CONCACAF operate a professional football league. 

Two (2) fall within the CFU; 

• only  Cuba - by invitation), 

Haiti, Jamaica and T&T have qualified) since 1930

• Cup 

and CONCACAF Champions League. Jamaica has been the only Caribbean 

country that has ever reached the final of the Gold Cup in 2015

• Relative under-representation of Caribbean players in elite leagues 

internationally.

A Caribbean Professional Football League is feasible 



THANK YOU

ANY QUESTIONS, QUERIES, CLARIFICATION REQUIRED OR INPUT SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO 
JWGROUPCO@GMAIL.COM


